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Overview of Reactions Types in OIT

• Oropharyngeal reactions / side effects

• Cutaneous reactions

• Gastrointestinal reactions / side effects - Immediate and delayed

• Anaphylaxis / ETRs (Epinephrine-treated reactions)

• “Triggered” vs. spontaneous reactions - predisposing cofactors



A little history

Wes Burks, et al 2009 JACI



Literature sources

352 patients, JACI: IP 2014 783 patients, JACI: IP 2020

270 patients, JACI: IP 2019
551 patients

62 patients, JACI: IP 2019



Oropharyngeal symptoms

• Fairly common

• Palisade / AR 101: 41% active, 16% placebo 

• Blumchen: 60% active, 26% placebo

• NEFATC: 48% during build

• More common during escalation than maintenance



Oropharyngeal symptom management

• Typically, self-limited

• Can monitor with no treatment, treat prn, or if consistent, treat with long-acting 
AH

• Sometimes this is true OAS/Arah8 related, so might consider environmental 
SCIT prior to initiating OIT



Cutaneous reactions

AR101/Palisade: 31% active, 18% placebo in build

Build-up (8% hives during maintenance)



Cutaneous reaction management

• Typically, can be managed with AH unless progressive systemic reaction

• Notably, Atopic Derm can flare during OIT, though this isn’t that common (only 
3% of patient in build from NEFATC)

• If recurrent / untriggered urticaria, a dose back-down  would be indicated

• If recurrent, would also search for underlying triggers, like exertion, empty 
stomach, etc.



GI side effects

• Extremely common during OIT and probably the most challenging 
management issue

• Important to distinguish immediate from delayed GI symptoms

• The former are generally IgE-mediated, whereas the latter are often 
eosinophilic in nature

Note: only 13% in maintenance



GI side effect treatment options

• If untriggered, consider decreasing the dose and/or extending the interval

• H2 blockade or PPI may be helpful but I prefer dose / interval adjustment

• Probiotics (will discuss separately)

• ELORS = EoE-like OIT-Related Syndrome - typified by vomiting several hours 
after dosing.  Consider checking CBC and dose decrease / interval increase.  
(to be reviewed in detail tomorrow by Dr. Wasserman).



Anaphylaxis / ETRs

• This is what scares everyone! (Patients, parents, and providers)

• Not common, but does happen

• Frequently (but not always), these are triggered and at least theoretically, 
avoidable to some degree



Frequency of ETRs

• Wasserman, 2014

• Build: 0.7 ETRs per 1000 doses

• Maintenance: 0.2 ETR per 1000 doses

• NEFATC, 2020

• Build 0.6 ETR per 1000 doses

• Maintenance 0.5 ETR per 1000 doses (year 1 maintenance)

• Chan, 2019

• Overall: 0.3 ETR per 1000 OIT doses (build and maintenance combined)

• Of note, annualized rate of accidental exposure PN reactions in PN-allergic children around 12%, of which 
2/3 were moderate or severe (Clarke, 2011)



Risk factors for ETRs



Triggered reactions

• Significant cofactors that have been implicated in systemic reactions:

• Exercise / overheating (particularly within 2-3 hrs of dosing)

• Fasting / dose on empty stomach

• Concurrent illness (particular fever)

• Lesser but still potentially important

• Menses

• NSAIDs

• Sleep deprivation



Does a patient have to go to the ED if ETR?

• While ETRs happen, we have the opportunity to educate patients routinely 
during OIT at each visit

• Prompt administration of Epi with early recognition 

• Ability to monitor remotely (FaceTime, etc)

• Pandemic concerns

• Reactions for which Epi was not given that really deserved ED!

• Every reaction needs prompt assessment (thus -> clinician availability!)



Dose Adjustments, triggered reactions

• For a triggered reaction with obvious cause:

• Usually make short-term decrease for 1-2 days at 50% reduction

• Reinforce dosing rules!



Dosing adjustment, no identifiable cause

• There is a fair amount of art here, not dissimilar to adjustments for SCIT

• If severe, usually decrease by 25-50% and extend interval to 4 weeks

• Consider building intermediate dosing steps (“sensitive build”)

• If already at an acceptable maintenance dose (thus, reaction happened at 
1000 mg peanut protein, for instance), consider decreasing to lower 
maintenance and holding indefinitely



Dosing adjustments, short-term illness

• 1-2 missed days: no change

• 3-6 missed days: decrease by 50% for each day over 2 days (thus, for 4 
missed days, use 2 days at lower dose and back to usual dose day 3 of 
restart)

• 7+ missed days: reducing in office at discretion



Dosing adjustment, GI symptoms

• Typically, move down to last tolerated dose and extend interval to 4 weeks

• Consider a “sensitive” protocol with each step <25% of past dose (“low/slow” protocol)

• Certainly consider H2 or PPI, consider checking CBC if ELORS suspected

Very gradual protocol, reaching 200 mg PP in 33 steps



Probiotics???

• Some hints that probiotics may help with sustained unresponsiveness but not 
well-controlled (PPOIT vs. placebo/placebo, Mimi Tang 2017)

• This is being addressed in a follow-on study with PPOIT vs. POIT but this has 
not reported yet

• In practice, I frequently use probiotics.  They seem to help with intermittent GI 
symptoms, but there is no compelling data for this that I am aware.  
Nevertheless, seems to help many patients with mild persistent GI symptoms.



Back to the beginning

Burks, 2009
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Last but not least


